
Brian Dunnigan

From Mike Thompson
Sent Tuesday October 12 2004 1236 PM
To Mark Noble

Cc Pat Diederich Brian Dunnigan Dennis Hurtz Mike Munson

Subject RE Selection and survey methods of the Republican River Basin dams

Mark

understand your frustration with this assignment apologize for the

delayed response took an unexpected path through politics last week
trust your engineering judgment and will abide by any selection criteria you
and your colleagues choose will be out of the office until Friday That

cuts severely into planning time for next week Unfortunately have not
had time to finish editing the water body files yet Perhaps could get

Ryans help again am open to any suggestions you might have on how to

breath life back into this project Ill see if you are in your office this
afternoon and we can at least decide about what we do or dont do next week

Sincerely

Mike

Original Message
From Mark Noble
Sent Wednesday October 06 2004 1145 AM
To Mike Thompson
Cc Pat Diederich Brian Dunnigan Dennis Hurtz Mike Munson

Subject Selection and survey methods of the Republican River Basin dams

Mike

We need to determine which 40 dams or so that we plan to investigate in
the Republican River basin We probably should document why those dams were
selected

am not comfortable just doing windshield estimations to determine the
surface areas of the reservoirs would prefer to gather rough survey data
of points outlining each reservoir Brian Dunnigan suggested using
handheld GPS unit since we do not need elevation information each point
will be taken at the water surface We will have to document however the
water level of each reservoir relative to the principal spillway inlet

We could also gather data on reservoir depths Pat Diederich mentioned that
the Corps of Engineers has developed new fishing bobber that will provide
water depths accurate to within 0.5 foot

When can you Pat and get together to figure out which dams we want to

look at and the exact type of information we want to gather at each site

Mark
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